Map design for representing elevation

Kenneth Field and John Nelson
Some basics

Aspect

Slope

Illumination
Terrain Tools v1.1
http://arcg.is/1dHOcNj
Tour

http://arcg.is/1KmxlDe
One more thing

Actually...a few more things
The book

In the UC store

esripress.esri.com
The MOOC
esri.com/mooc/cartography (Sep 5th 2018)
The URLs

esri.com/arcgis-blog

carto.maps.arcgis.com

cartonerd.com

adventuresinmapping.com

mapdesign.icaci.org
Other sessions

How to Make a Great Map (Ken Field/Wes Jones)  
Tue 14:30 | Thu 14:30

Amazing and Inspiring maps (Ken Field/John Nelson)  
Wed 10:00 | Thu 10:00

Creating Thematic Maps (Ken Field/John Nelson)  
Wed 08:30 | Thu 13:00

3D Cartographic Techniques (Nathan Shephard/Ken Field)  
Tue 13:00 | Wed 16:00

Map Design for Representing Relief (Ken Field/John Nelson)  
Wed 14:30 | Thu 08:30

ArcGIS Pro: Mapping and Visualisation (Edie Punt/Craig Williams)  
Tue 14:30 | Wed 16:00

Design Story Maps for Emotional Impact (John Nelson/Jennifer Bell)  
Tue 10:00 | Thu 16:00

Choosing the Right Basemap (John Nelson/Andrew Skinner)  
Thu 14:30
Please Take Our Survey on the App

Download the Esri Events app and find your event

Select the session you attended

Scroll down to find the feedback section

Complete answers and select “Submit”